THE SEVENTY-FOURTH STUDENT SENATE
Calendar: February 2nd, 2022
Location: Zoom
Time: 7:30pm
Zoom Link: https://fsu.zoom.us/j/92325341806
Recording Link: https://fsu.zoom.us/rec/play/wMbv3k4ae3kyoMPspNZhp_XMGh8OltEzqrR04ZCYEYUGi2WIPS3doYU06zQWF2p1bVW9C45OGA1kNEG.Xk6MQ
z6C3yta17Vu?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=dJ5rzypHTP6iSkGq6rNIg.1643921850038.e7184f89ed5a73990cc15d311bfb18b4&_x_zm_rhtaid=834

Call to Order: 7:33pm
Pledge of Allegiance: Led by Senator Drakley
Moment of Silent Reflection:
Land Acknowledgement: Read by Senator Rider
The Student Government of Florida State University acknowledges that it is located on land that is the
ancestral and traditional territory of the Apalachee Nation, the Miccosukee Tribe of Florida, the Muscogee
Creek Nation, and the Seminole Tribe of Florida. We pay respect to their Elders past and present and
extend that respect to their descendants and to all Indigenous people. We recognize this land remains
scarred by the histories and ongoing legacies of settler colonial violence, dispossession, and removal. In
spite of all this, and with tremendous resilience, these Indigenous Nations have remained deeply connected
to this territory, to their families, to their communities, and to their cultural ways of life. We recognize the
ongoing relationships of care that these Indigenous Nations maintain with this land and extend our gratitude
as we live and work as humble and respectful guests upon their territory. We encourage all to learn about
and educate others on the contemporary work of the Indigenous Nations whose land we are on and to
endeavor to support Indigenous sovereignty in all the ways that we can.
Roll Call: Refer to Attendance
Verification of Quorum: Quorum is verified by Pro Tempore Nemeth
Corrections and Approval of the Journal 1.26.2022:
Due to the minutes of the last meeting not being published, there will be no motion.
Student and Non-Budgeted RSO Comments: https://fsu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_b9EVvRotPr4y03r
Special Introductions and Announcements: None
Messages from the Executive Branch: None
Messages from Agency and Bureau Directors, SGA Organizations Officers and Employees:
JSU Director Gabay: I first wanted to thank all of you who came and supported the Jewish Student Union
during our Jewish Heritage Month. I now want to ask you for your continued support for Jewish students. As
many of you know, Thursday was International Holocaust Remembrance Day, and this weekend, just
afterwards, we have witnessed many antisemitic attacks. This weekend alone, Swastikas were painted in
D.C., there were Neo-Nazi demonstrations in both Orlando and Ottawa, Cananda. There were swastikas
painted on a synagogue in Chicago, two Orthodox Jews were hit by a snow plow, and there were 2 bomb
threats at the Jewish Community Center, or JCC, in Tucson. Antisemitism is alive and strong within the
United States. This weekend is a clear example of that. Please check in on your Jewish friends and family.

Many of us are suffering, our mental health is declining seeing this. And these are only from this weekend,
let us not forget about the hostage situation in Colleyville, Texas, just two weeks ago.
Also, as many of you may know, there was an article that recently came out about Neo-Nazis in
Tallahassee. I, along with other student leaders on campus have been working on this situation, and Jazé,
the President of BSU and I have a meeting with Dr. Hecht tomorrow morning to discuss the situation. We
ask to not make any formal statements until we get more information on the topic as to prevent the spread
of misinformation and fear mongering.
OGA Director Abhari: Open call to come lobby Wednesday at FSU Day at the Capitol. It’s a three day ordeal
and the link to register is in the OGA bio. Please show at 930, and attend the Monday prep meeting. We
have a 15 point agenda, but we will be narrowing that down to make it more likely to succeed. Tuesday will
be the Seminole reception at the Capitol, so come out and meet legislators. If anyone wants to be a team
leader, please reach out and apply on the OGA bio. FSU pep rally in the Courtyard at 1130 on Wednesday.
There’s many great events to show up to. We’re looking forward to it!
Homecoming Director Nguyen: We are here to reintroduce ourself and to announce that Homecoming
Council apps are open, so please apply if you are interested. Wanted to ask how Senate wanted them to
proceed on interviews. 3 Senators must be part of the Council selection board, so please reach out if you
have questions.
Messages from the Executive Cabinet:
Secretary of Internal Affairs Rudolph: Hello everyone, I have a few announcements
• Victoria Paul wants you to know that Morning Brew is back so please reach out to make the most of
these meetings. These allow you to sit down and talk to administrators about the issues facing the
university. Please reach out to Vicky if you are interested.
• Treasurer Gray wants to announce that Local Fees Committee is being reopened, and we want a
representative from the Senate. Please email Kahleel if you want to make your voice heard!
Secretary of Inclusion Williams: I have a quick presentation from the administration. My job is to try to help
raise up underrepresented voices on campus. Being that we represent many groups, it’s important that we
try to hear from them. We want senators to feel equipped to handle with these issues. The opportunity to
grow as a leader, to grow allyship practices, and other benefits are there. First training is NCBI, which is a
four-hour workshop that allows students to learn more about intersectionality and diversity. Allies and Safe
Zones is a three-hour training in allyship and contemporary LGBTQ+ issues. There are many important
issues in this area that will be covered in the workshop. Green Dot Bystander Training teaches about powerbased violence and how to create a community that does not tolerate violence. (Displays a QR code for
senators to gauge their interest in the trainings) On behalf of the Cabinet, we will try to set up trainings for
the Senate to take part in these great programs and will try to make them work with your schedules. Thank
you!
Messages from the Class Councils:
Kristen Harold, SCC Treasurer: Hi, I’m Kristen Harold, the Senior Class Council Treasurer. March 1st we
are hosting the first ever spring spirit rally which is hosted by the Senior Class Council in partnership with
DSOs and the executive branch.
This pep rally will be a fair-like celebration to increase school spirit within the university as well as for
athletics, specifically the home basketball game on march 2nd against Notre Dame.
Tonight, a bill will be presented to allocate money toward the pep rally. we’ve been preparing and planning
for this event for over 5 months.

We are trying to set the foundation for an event of this magnitude, which could be one of the largest events
of the spring semester and a new tradition to reinvigorate school spirit and celebrate our university.
We are stepping into a new era of student engagement and look forward to the potential this event has.
Thank you

Messages from the Congress of Graduate Students:
Rep. Linsky: Speaker Harshe is also present tonight, as well as former Speaker Hagemeyer. Our budget
hearings are happening right now and we have a lot of money available. I encourage every interested
person to come to the meeting to discuss the current budget and the budgets of the future. We want to be
fully transparent with our work. We are also pleased with the Commission. A grad student task force has
been assembled to look at the relationship between grad students and the Student Senate. I miss working
with you all.
Messages from the Judicial Branch:
Messages from the Union Board and Student Engagement Ambassadors:
Messages from the Campus Recreation Board:
Report of the SGA Accounting Office: Remaining Balances: Senate Projects $7,520.22, PAC $33,422.00,
RTAC $22,208.00, and ORG Fund $3,000
Report of Senate Liaisons:
Report of Committees:
● Judiciary – Passed bill 3 unamended and Bill 7 with amendments
● Internal Affairs – Unanimously passed Historian candidate, passed res 6 with amendments
● Budget – Passed bill 5 and 6
● Finance – Passed bill 3, 7, amended 8. Passed CR 7
● Student Life – Amended and passed Bill 8
● Rules & Calendar – Passed two candidates for Senate and rejected one
Senate Confirmations:
Candidate for 74th Student Senate Historian – Joseph Cofer (1 Applicant)
Rodney Wells–74th Student Senate Undergraduate Studies Seat 2 (1 Applicant)
Erick Rivers–74th Student Senate Arts & Sciences Seat 8 (1Applicant)
Opening Statements:
Cofer: Good evening everyone. On the Pschols Eboard. Senate is a big job, but wants to get involved in
order to learn more about FSU.
Wells: Good evening. First-year political science student. Serves as the political action chair of the FSU
NAACP and on the Student Foundation. Talked to a lot of senators about the issues faced by FSU and how
we can meet them. Wants to Listen, learn, and lead. Hopes to serve with the Senate.
Rivers: Junior double major in Art History and Creative Writing. Happy for the opportunity to serve in the
Senate. This is the heart of the SGA, where legislation that helps the student body and makes FSU a better
place for all.
Technical, Non-Debatable Qs:
Lessard to All: Are you financially certified?
Cofer, Wells are, Rivers is not at this moment.

Roy asks Cofer if he has looked at past minutes. Candidate answered in the affirmative.
General Qs:
Lessard to Rivers: I see you used to be in the TCC Senate. How will you use your time on the TCC Senate
to help inform your time at FSU?
Rivers: It was very different. It was much smaller and COVID hurt a lot of our efforts. I worked to help make
the LGBTQ+ community at TCC feel more comfortable on campus and wants to continue that work at FSU.
Diaz to all: What are your time management skills
Cofer: Last semester, I tried to do everything under the sun. That didn’t work, so I narrowed them down. I’m
always looking to improve
Wells: To contrast, I did nothing my first semester, so I wanted to be intentional with my work, inside and
outside the chamber.
Rivers: Last semester, I joined the Junior Class Council and both SLCs for my college while taking 5 class.
My skills are impeccable, but I need to balance them in this role.
Edouard tried to ask, but could not be heard on Zoom. Will type the question
Edouard asks all Senator candidates “What are some of the issues that are faced on campus that you will
advocate for within your position and what are some things that you won’t advocate for and why?”
Wells: There are a dozen issues at any time. Diversity and Inclusion, and the difference between them, is
important. I won’t advocate for shutting others out. I want to hear all opinions, especially from other
senators. Don’t be one-sided
Rivers: Wants to increase professional development to prepare students for when they leave FSU. Wants
there to be more faculty that will help students professionally. Is against silencing others.
Cofer: I’m still learning and adapting, but the Historian is there to bring transparency to the job. We should
try to understand other people’s opinions.
Edouard asks what an issue faced by the Senator candidates.
Wells: I started a non profit in high school to increase HS civic engagement. The issue is creating
deliverables in the Senate.
Rivers: I am an overzealous person. Sometimes my ideas are too broad and expansive, so I have to reign
myself in at times. I am good on my word and work for a positive and light energy.
Edouard asks what each Senator candidate’s strength is.
Wells: My ability to listen and to admit that I don’t know everything and need to learn.
Rivers: Always is a go-getter and will do everything to the best of his ability.
Diaz asks what each Senator candidates what their favorite committe is.
Wells: Budget. Their chair is amazing
Closings: Budget. Wants to fight for equality to RSOs in the budget process
DuChene asks Rivers his interest in the Student Life committee and initiatives around it.
Rivers: I feel like the best way to change student life is through the budget.
Gonzalez moves to call the question, Wang seconds, Lessard objects, withdrawn
Lessard asks that, since their terms will be short, how will you make the most of it.
Wells: Being intentional and talking about how we can address the current issues
Rivers: wants to work with like-minded senators to pass legislation that works with my beliefs.
Gonzalez moves to forward the candidates individually, Wang seconds, no objections.
Closings:

Cofer: Thank you for the opportunity. I want to learn from you all.
Wells: Just wants to thank y’all for the consideration. I might be wearing blue and orange, but garnet and
gold is in my blood.
Rivers: I’ve already worked with many senators, I can’t wait to work with new senators. This has been a
grand old time.
Votes:
Cofer: 23-0-0 PASSES
Wells: 23-0-0 PASSES
Rivers: 23-1-0 PASSES
Candidates Cofer, Wells, and Rivers are sworn in by the Pro-Tempore.

(Parliamentarian Rowan handed the minutes to Historian Cofer)
Consent Calendar:
CR 7

Sponsored by Senator Roy (P)
To fund the Japanese Language and Culture Association, Biomedical Engineering
Society, Chabad @ FSU, Afro-LatinX Student Association, and Music Teachers
National Association at Florida State.
●

Opening Statement:
o Roy: Good evening Senate. We (PAC) funded six different
organizations, we heard eight. Hopefully seeing the two organizations
tabled/dismissed next week. This is over $9,000. Even though only one
of these (Chabad @FSU) is over $2,000 on its own, this is one that I
would like everyone to take the time and look at and know that this is
going to a lot of great organizations to make good things happen.
Specifically with Chabad @FSU, they want to fund a speaker (Rudy
Rochman) speaking at their event, located at 224 Chapel Drive, on
March 5th, at 8pm. Originally Chabad @FSU came to PAC with a
request of $3,100. As PAC, we were uncomfortable with all of this. We
(PAC) tabled Chabad @FSU and asked them, to come back with
posters/flyers showing how they will advertise, reach out to possible
communities and organizations possibly interested, and requested
formation of fundraiser so that it wasn’t only SGA funding this. We
(PAC) were very surprised when Chabad @FSU came back with all of
this. Chabad @FSU came back with a list of two organizations that
were completely willing to cooperate with them, a few they still hadn’t
gotten responses from yet, they had flyers, the time, the place, and
most importantly started receiving external funding. Chabad @FSU
claimed ability to cover around remaining $550 it would cost (difference
between $3,100 and $2,555 from SGA). Chabad @FSU said they
could not fund much lower without the event being unable to happen.
That’s why PAC is comfortable with this amount ($2,555). I would love
to hear your questions. Thank you.

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o Gonzalez: Will the event be held off-campus?
▪ Yes. Six-minute drive, a little past Doak Campbell Stadium.

●

First Round of Pro on line item Chabad @FSU for the amount of $2,555:

o

o
●

Point of Information: Gonzalez: Has process on the accounting side for
acquiring such speaker already started?
▪ With this, Chabad @FSU originally requested that they wanted
this to be an event with “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:03:27),
however, because we (PAC) had to table them, Chabad @FSU
ended up being okay in saying that they want to go back to
their speaker for a future date so that they can be more in the
facilitation of the accounting process. With this, Chabad @FSU
has not officially started yet because they still have thirty plus
days, since this will be on March 5th if funded today. That’s
where they are, they had to reschedule him “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (1:03:47) make that happen.
No speakers regarding pro.

First Round of Con on line item Chabad @FSU for the amount of $2,555:
o Point of Information: Gonzalez: Is speaker authorized vendor?
▪ This speaker has not come before. The speaker would go
through that process.
o Point of Information: Gonzalez: What is the expected attendance for
this event?
▪ Chabad @FSU can host up to 150 students. When Chabad
@FSU first approached PAC, they said that they were
expecting to get around 80 to 90 students. That’s when we
(PAC) asked Chabad @FSU to cooperate with other
organizations, so they could get more people.
o Point of Information: Gonzalez: How much did Chabad @FSU
originally request for the speaker? How much does it cost in total?
▪ It was $3,100 is what the “RECORDING INAUDIBLE”
(1:05:02) request was, and I believe that was the full amount for
that, which is why we (PAC) weren’t comfortable fully funding
“RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:05:08).
o Point of Information: Gonzalez: I’m doing the math and the original
amount ($3,100), “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:05:28) to attend an
event at an off-campus location. I’m honestly not to comfortable
funding this amount of money, just because it’s off-campus the
accessibility is a little bit less, meaning that freshman are usually the
ones that go to a lot of events, and a lot of freshman don’t have cars
because of the parking situation. So I don’t think it would be fiscally
responsible to fund this amount of money just because the cost per
student is high.
o Point of Clarification: President Hunter: Price is $150 “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (1:06:13)
o Point of Information: Diaz: Who is the speaker and why would the
speaker benefit the student body?
▪ Rudy Rochman is a speaker, he is, in their words, a “unique”
one in the fact that he is pro-Israel and also they worded it to
where he was, not anti-Palestine but pro-Israel, pro-Palestine
solution, but he is against the US continuing funding Israel
“RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:07:14). Chabad @FSU had
said that he supports Chabad @FSU’s values. “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (1:07:18) PAC cannot fund anything that goes
against what the university’s values are, as an RSO if they
commit to saying that everything he says represents their
organization, then along the lines of “RECORDING

●
▪

INAUDIBLE” (1:07:32) their ideology and beliefs, it does go
along so we’re (PAC) able to fund them for those
“RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:07:36). But he is a famous
speaker who’s gone around a lot speaking on this issue and
being a political activist.
o No speakers regarding con.
Motion: Gonzalez: Moves to amend line item to $2,000, Wang seconds.
o No objections

Debate on the Amendment:
● Opening Statement:
o Gonzalez: My biggest issue is the accessibility of it. It’s just difficult,
especially when we’re trying to engage the student body and we’re
funding so much money to put it in a location that’s actually more
accessible to the student body “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:09:40)
at FSU. So, first off-campus, obviously, and price per person is just a
lot so I think putting those two together “RECORDING INAUDIBLE”
(1:09:50) not fiscally responsible to fund $2,555, but if you cut the price
to $2,000 that reduces the price per person, per student, and I think it’s
just a little bit more fiscally responsible to fund $2,000 instead of
$2,555.
●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o None

●

First Round of Pro on the Amendment:
o Point of Information: Bowling: Any reason that you came up with the
number $2,000 over $2,500?
▪ $13 per person, “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:11:07)
o No speakers regarding pro.

●

First Round of Con on the Amendment
o Wang moves to call the question, Murray seconds
o Roy objects
o Wang withdraws
o Roy: It won’t be completely in con, even though I’ll be speaking in con
so we have some time until the speaker gets there. Chabad @FSU is
currently having an event. They are asking their treasurer to jump on
the call. I sent an email asking their (Chabad @FSU) President and
Treasurer to be here in case anything like this happens. Hopefully
they’ll be joining soon. Mostly I want to ask them (Chabad @FSU)
what would happen if it was funded $2,000, just to see what they’d be
able to do, whether it’d make it actually feasible. So that’s what I’m
currently just hoping: they can come, and ask. Again it will be up to you
guys on that decision.
o Barker: I wanted to point out that I live right near this thing, it’s right by
a synagogue and it’s maybe an eight-minute walk from the stadium,
twenty minutes from here. So if we’re just saying location, that part I
think is completely fine for it being off-campus, but I understand if it’s
about price per person.
o Roy: Moves for three-minute recess; Tucker seconds.
▪ Gonzalez objects.
▪ Roy does not withdraw motion.
▪ Move into Straight Vote:

●

Vote Results: 13 yes, 9 no, 0 abstentions.

o

Move into Three-Minute Recess (8:51pm)

o

Meeting Called Back to Order (8:54pm)

o

Roy: Motion for a non-Senator to speak, Tucker seconds.
▪ No objections.
Point of Information: Roy (Directed to treasurer for Chabad @FSU
(Jaime Rosenheim) who has joined the Senate Zoom): If you’re
organization was to be funded $2,000, would your organization still be
able to put on this event or be able to cover this, or how would your
organization react in that circumstance?
▪ Jaime Rosenheim: Can you repeat the question?
▪ Chair Roy: Yes. So, currently there is an amendment to fund
the organization $2,000 instead of the $2,555 allocated by
PAC. In that case would your organization still be able to cover
that difference, the $1,100, to fund your speaker? Or would it
be a situation where you’d no longer be able to? How would
your organization react, would you be able to fundraise that
difference?
▪ Jaime Rosenheim: During our last meeting (with PAC), you
guys (PAC) did say to 70% at $2,555. That’s what we (Chabad
@FSU) were counting on, we did talk to our donors that were
willing to give the remainder of the amount, so that is what we
agreed upon. It would be hard now for us (Chabad @FSU) to
go back after we (Chabad @FSU) said that you guys made a
decision, and that’s what we came up with, with that number. It
would be really difficult at this time to get, and secure, extra
funding.
Point of Information: “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:21:52) Have you
looked at working with FSU Hillel and the Jewish Student Union (JSU)
to come together to make up the remaining funds?
▪ Jaime Rosenheim: Yes, we (Chabad @FSU) have been
working with other Jewish organizations, on-campus that are
willing to do it. This was something that we (Chabad @FSU)
did bring up during our last meeting with SGA that when we are
taking a look at this, this will hopefully be about four
organizations, so when we’re talking about funding $2,500
would be amongst four organizations. So although we’re
(Chabad @FSU) the ones that are requesting money, we are
going to be partnering with other Jewish organizations to bring
this speaker. As previously said, we are hopefully expecting a
crowd of about 150 in-person and then hopefully another 50100 over Zoom. So we (Chabad @FSU) are accommodating,
especially with Florida State University and the State University
System COVID-19 policies. With students quarantining and not
being able to be on-campus, we (Chabad @FSU) want
everyone to have the opportunity to be able join no matter
where they are. We (Chabad @FSU) will have a Zoom option
available and we (Chabad @FSU) are going to be getting the
word out with other partners and organizations helping us to
promote the event as well.

o

o

o

o

Point of Information: Bettley (Directed to treasurer for Chabad @FSU
(Jaime Rosenheim) who has joined the Senate Zoom): What is the
normal turnout at Chabad @FSU meetings? How do you plan to get
200-300 people at this event?
▪ Jaime Rosenheim: During our normal meetings we are seeing
about 60-70 people. Something that we (Chabad @FSU) are
doing specifically is working with a consultant from another
university who has brought the speaker to campus. It’s another
university, part of the State University System. Consultant is in
Student Government, knows exactly the finance code, and
(event) has worked and had a great turnout at their campus, so
we (Chabad @FSU) are very excited to be working with this
individual, bringing him to our campus, and him helping us
(Chabad @FSU) to promote it.
Diaz moves to call question pertaining to amendment, Fronczak
seconds.
▪ No objections.

●

Closing Statement:
o Gonzales waives closing statement.

●

Voting Results on Amendment:
o 10 yes, 12 no, 2 abstentions.
o Amendment fails.

●

Back to line item as it stands with $2,555.

●

Back to First Round of Con:
o Point of Information: Gonzalez (Directed to JSU Director (Brandon
Gabay) who has joined the Senate Zoom): Do you have any insight as
to the line item.
▪ Brandon Gabay: We were originally asked to co-host this event.
I told them that the JSU promised the Student Senate not to
pick any sides when it comes to the Israel-Palestinian conflict.
Based on my research when it comes to this specific speaker,
the speaker is very pro-Israel. I would not be comfortable
hosting that in JSU because I do have my reservations in
regards to the speaker just because of that. I just wanted to
come on here because someone had texted me saying that it
was said that JSU was co-hosting the event. We are not cohosting the event and I just wanted to clear that up.
o Point of Clarification: President Hunter: It wasn’t said that JSU is cohosting the event, rather could be a possibility. I just want to make that
clear for our minutes.
o Bettley moves to call question pertaining to the line item, Suarez
seconds
▪ No objections

●

Closing Statement: Roy: Thank you all for your discussion and debate,
especially as it’s a larger amount and should be looked into more. Apologies
for how long this took, however I am thankful the treasurer could make it as
well just to make some quick clarification. Some new information that did arise
from that means that the event will have a Zoom option. When it comes to
PAC “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:29:51) as long as an actual student

●
●

organization is approved on campus, they are seen as something that if they
swear that the speaker supports their beliefs and upholds “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (1:30:05) then we can fund them. Something PAC has always
done is made themselves available, but we will get political things, and we try
funding really anything to give people the opportunity to get the experiences
they want, and have the opportunity to either listen to any speakers or really
just experience what they want to from our school. We (PAC) of course
encourage everyone to apply, this just happens to be one organization. If you
ever have any concerns on any “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (1:30:33) PAC
please reach out. With this, it seems like they’ll be getting 150 people inperson and hopefully 100 people over Zoom, so hopefully 250 people for
$2,555 for a place not too far off-campus. That’s why PAC ended up
approving this amount. I hope you all have a great night. Thanks for your time.
Voting Results on Line Item:
o 9 yes, 10 no, 3 abstentions
o Failed
Suarez: (1:33:15) “RECORDING INAUDIBLE”, Gonzalez seconds
o No objections
o Senate resolution is approved

Bills First Reading:
Bill 9

Sponsored by Senator Roy (P)
To define the role of PAC/RTAC Adjunct Liaison, its appointment, and to change how
to deal with voting on funding boards when there’s a conflict of interest regarding
membership.

Bill 10

Sponsored by Senator Russell (P)
To aid the Executive Cabinet’s Chief of Staff with the Candidate Search and
Candidate Screening Process by allowing the Secretary of Appointments to also
conduct interviews.

Bills Second Reading:
Bill 3

Sponsored by Senator Wang & Senator Gonzalez (P)
To grant the Finance Committee the authority to place limitations on
funding SGA entities or Registered Student Organizations that commit egregious
violations of the Finance Code and to make minor adjustments to the process for the
restriction of funds. (Passed in Finance. Passed in Judiciary. Remanded to
Finance & Judiciary 1.19. Tabled in Finance 1.25.22. Passed in Finance 2.1.
Passed in Judiciary 2.1)
●

Opening Statements:
o Gonzalez: Sorry for not being here when this was first presented. I do
want to preface this with it was passed unamended, once again, in
both finance and judiciary. However, I do want to say that this is not
that deep. We can talk about it if you want to talk about it, and the
debate does not have to be personal-there has to be no feelings
attached to this debate. I do not want to hear what you have to say, but
I do want you guys to understand that it was passed unamended twice,
in both committees that it was sent to. A lot of good debate did happen,
and I thank a lot of the listeners that came in and talked about it a
second time because it is very important. With that said, when I was
going through the budget, I noticed that a lot of organizations were not
doing what they were supposed to be doing. I’ll give you this example,

o

but there was an organization that has a six-figure budget. All of us are
financially certified, everyone who’s in these positions has to be
financially certified. I asked a standard question, are you financially
certified? And the response I got was no we don’t have to be financially
certified. Mind you six-figure budget, has been on the books for years.
That is an example of something that would be re-considered,
something that would be considered punishable. Obviously if they did
not know but continue to move on with the knowledge, there has to be
some sort of sanctions-restrictions have to be able to be applied when
they are not following our laws/codes. That’s all this bill is supposed to
do.
Wang: The bill does mention a list of possible violations and
restrictions of the finance code. In addition, if you guys want to check
out the finance minutes from November 10th, I believe it mentions
violations made by clubs such as Sports Club Council. Bill covers such
entities.

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o None

●

First Round of Pro:
o Bowling: Everyone involved in finance is in full support of this piece of
legislation. There have been examples where organizations violate
statues, funded by SGA, and we can’t really do anything about that as
of now, but with this piece of legislation we can possibly do something
about it. It doesn’t give any group too much power and is a valuable
tool in case something like this happens, as it has happened before.
Please consider supporting this piece of legislation.
o Point of Information: Murray: As it relates to freezing or restricting
future funds, is that freezing expenditures or freezing Senate-provided
funds?
▪ Wang: Giving funds in the future so they can’t receive funding
from PAC or RTAC, can’t go through the funding application
process.
▪ Gonzalez: If they still have money in the bank, they would also
not be able to touch that.
o Point of Clarification: President Hunter: Dr. Williams has not been to
any of our committee meetings.
o Roy: When it comes to drafting legislation, there’s a lot of times we
work off precedence. There’s a lot of times that changes we make
aren’t always the largest. I think this is a really great piece of
legislature. It is new and something that we haven’t tried before, but it
has a lot of checks to make sure that we do it correctly so that the
entire Senate gets a vote on it. It’s not just going to be finance
controlling if they make a recommendation. But just like PAC, just like
everything that comes through the Senate floor, we can get a final
decision. I think it has the checks and balances needed; I think it will
make it easier for funding boards to have accountability, especially
when we ask questions and do our best to tell them what they can and
can’t do, and then see them do things they can’t do. But it’s definitely
not malicious either. I really do support this legislation.

●

First Round of Con:

o

o

Bill 5

Murray: I’m not a fan of this legislation for a few reasons. I don’t really
get why there needs to be a new process of restricting people from
getting allocated money. The Finance Committee can decide to
allocate money already, so if they’re committing violations I don’t get
why Sweepings Committee look at such violations and deem the
organizations not fiscally responsible? With freezing expenditures
(spending money), processes already exist for Finance Committee and
Senate to freeze the spending of money. I’m not getting why this is
super relevant. This just seems redundant as we’re restricting
ourselves on deciding whether or not somebody can use their funds. It
seems like it’s taking away one of the major parts of Student
Government such as money.
Bettley moves to call question, Tucker seconds.
▪ No objections.

o

Closing Statements:
▪ Wang: This is to fix a loophole that has happened in our
statutes and in our financial code. Currently there is no process
to deal with organizations who have already spent money and
are currently committing violations. This is something to
implement if they are committing a violation but have already
spent their money. This is to prevent them from getting future
funding in case of these violations.
▪ Gonzales: The Allocation Committee does not have the
jurisdiction to declare a violation; they do not have the authority
to say ‘you violated finance code, you are going to be banned
from receiving money.’ They do not have the authority to do
that. The only people who have the authority to do that is the
Finance Committee. I cannot say ‘oh you violated this I cannot
give you money,’ that’s not how this works, an investigation has
to be done.

o

Voting Results:
▪ 22 yes, 2 no, 2 abstentions.
● Bill passes.

Sponsored Senator Wang & Senator Gonzalez (P) Bettley, Little, Myers (Co)
Transferring 2,000 in monies from AASU's Expense Category to their Food Category
to incentivize events for their Asian American Heritage Month. (Referred to Budget.
Passed in Budget 2.1)
●

Opening Statements:
o Gonzales: This is a standard money transfer from money already
budgeted to ASU. Last year we were under numerous budget
shortfalls, so we had to cut budget. Under statutes and finance codes
the food budget had to be cut as only 50% of the whole budgeted must
be designated for food. Thus, all of ASU’s categories were very little/
With that said, they are running out of money and hosting their Lunar
New Year Banquet this Friday, and most of their food budget has
already been used. We just wanted to reallocate money so they they
can last through Asian American Heritage Month.

o

Wang: Asian American Heritage Month is coming up, thus ASU will be
putting on numerous events and such funding will help them make it
through the month.

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o None.

●

First Round of Pro:
o Motion: Pfeuffer-Ferguson moves to amend the resolution to add
Senator Pfeuffer-Ferguson as a co-sponsor
▪ Sponsors find it favorable.
▪ Senator Pfeuffer-Ferguson added as a co-sponsor.
o Senator Rider: I think $2000 is something really great that we can help
support them with. Being on the JSU board and looking at all the
documents, it’s crazy how expensive items are. This money could do a
lot of good for them. Amazing that we get to provide such a fortunate
opportunity to ASU.
o Senator Suarez: I have looked at their Lunar New Year reservation list.
ASU always put on amazing events and I don’t see any reason not to
pass this legislation.

●

First Round of Con:
o None.
o Suarez moves to call the motion, seconded by Bettley.
▪ No objections.

●

Closing Statements:
o Sponsors waive closing.
Voting Results:
o 24 yes, 0 no, 1 abstention.
o Bill passes.

●

Bill 6

Sponsored Senator Bettley & Senator Gonzalez (P) Barker, Berger, Himatsingani,
Rider, Ritzel, Williams (Co)
Revising the statute regarding the Senate Projects account to send Bills to the Budget
Committee. (Referred to Budget & Judiciary. Passed in Budget 2.1. Tabled in
Judiciary 2.1.)

Bill 7

Sponsored Senator Roy & Senator Nasworthy (P)
To define the role of PAC/RTAC Adjunct Liaison, its appointment, and
to change how to deal with voting on funding boards when there’s a conflict of interest
regarding membership. (Referred to Finance & Judiciary. Passed in Finance 2.1.
Passed in Judiciary 2.1.)
●

Opening Statements:
o Roy: This piece of legislation allows for a way where, if I were not
present for one of my meetings required on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, it allows for someone to exist that can fill in for me. For
instance, if something came up where I couldn’t be here tonight, this
consent resolution could not be heard. The way this is set up is that
PAC has a Vice Chair, but is also a member of the general student
body. I want to respect the sanctity that a non-Senator cannot simply

fill-in for a Senator, but in doing so I want there to be another Senator
that can help fill in, in an adjacent role. Allows for you to have another
Senator who can come to PAC meetings, hear what’s happening, and
in Finance if something happens where I can’t make it, then they can
help present it. It adds just more of a way that former chair Nasworth or
I naturally would have a bit more leniency. I hope this makes it easier
for Chairs in the future.

Bill 8

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o Diaz: Would the adjunct liaison be require to attend RTAC meetings?
▪ Currently it is not said for it to be required. It puts them as a cosponsor, and co-sponsors are able to present in a primary
sponsor’s absence. They would of course be highly
encouraged to attend all meetings and have access to things
such as minutes, know what’s happening, etc.

●

First Round of Pro:
o Point of Information: Bettley: Would this be for all three meetings or
just presenting on the Senate floor?
▪ This will be for presenting in Finance and here in the Senate.
There was discussion in committee where originally unintended
for the leaves to preside in the Chair’s absence since the Vice
Chair as a non-Senator can’t reside, however there’s
disagreement in judiciary and it wasn’t decided.
o Wang moves to amend: Add the phrase “But may not serve as
member of the Senate finance committee” after “resolutions” in
Section E.
▪ Gonzalez seconds.
▪ No objections.
▪ Author finds it friendly.
▪ Amended.
o Point of Information: Murray: Can only current serving Senators be in
this position?
▪ Senator Roy: Yes
o Gonzalez: I think this is a great idea because the PAC and RTAC
chairs have to go to way more meetings per week for their chair ship.
For instance, they have to go to meetings three times a week, unlike
on time a week like other committees. Ensures that we can still moving
forward if the Chair is unable to be there, especially as it pertains to
funding.

●

First Round of Con:
o Bowling moves to pass bill by unanimous consent, Wang
seconds
▪ No objections
▪ Bill passes with unanimous consent

Sponsored by Senator Hunter & Senator Nemeth (P)
To transfer $2500 from Senate Projects to the Senior Class Council for Golden Week:
Spring Spirit Rally. (Referred to Student Life & Finance. Amended and Passed in
Student Life 1.27. Amended and Passed in Finance 2.1.)
●

Opening Statements:

o

President Hunter: We have may goals when elected for this initiative.
One of the first being intentional outreach and programming. That is a
big goal of ours, and this legislation will do just that. As you heard from
Kristen Harold (Junior Class Council) this event is to hopefully promote
kindness on-campus. It’s an event that hasn’t happened before and is
one of many for all of Golden Week. Junior Class Council does not
have the funding to make this event possible. Our goal in Senate
projects is to advance the mission of SGA and student body in any way
possible. When it was brought to my attention that Junior Class
Council needed extra money to make this event occur, we did
everything that we could to round together Senate projects money and
ensure that they would receive help from Senate. This is to help our
goal of intentional outreach and programming, which you all said you
were excited to do. This is something you all said you wanted to do in
the 74th Senate. This is one of the ways we can make this happen. The
bill an itemized expenditures is mostly for food ad operations such as
generators, white tents, etc.

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o Gonzalez: How much is in Senior Class Council account?
▪ $7,500 is in the account currently. “RECORDING INAUDIBLE”
(2:07:20).

●

First Round of Pro:
o Bowling: Finance tried to amend this, amended it three times and
finally got it right. Very happy to say that this is a great piece of
legislation for a great event, and I look forward to voting in favor of it.
o Point of Information: Wang: Why such a substantial cost for Wet Wipes
and paper towels?
▪ Moves to allow non-Senator to speak, Rider seconds.
● No objections.
● Passes.
▪ Kristen Harold: We are buying in bulk: paper towels come in
pack of 1,000, wet wipes come in pack of 500.
o Suarez: I think this is a great event. We did hear President Hunter and
Pro Tempore Nemeths goals when they ran for their respective
positions so why would we stop supporting them.
o Rivers: I know that the Senior Class Council has been working hard on
this event and think it would be a great chance to institute annual
events for senior class council.
o Tsouroukdissian: This is a great event. We have homecoming in the
fall, and this can potentially become FSU’s big event in the Spring.
Bringing funding for them is something that I’m going to support.

●

First Round of Con:
o “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (2:11:04) moves to call the question,
Wang seconds
▪ No objections

●

Closing Statements:
o President Hunter: Thank you for supporting our goals. This will
hopefully be one of our bigger events sponsored by Class Council.
Thank you, and if this passes I expect Senate to be in attendance and

provide help in any way that they can, as we will be sponsoring the
event.
●

Voting Results
o 23 yes, 0 no, 0 abstention.
o Bill passes.

Constitutional Amendments:
CA 1

Sponsored by Senator Roy (P)
To amend Section 7 B of Article V of the FSU Student Senate Constitution to include
appointment exceptions to offices defined in statutes.

Resolutions:
Resolution 6

Sponsored by Senator Drackley (P) Tucker, Diaz, Russell
To increase transparency to the student body, specifically those applying for positions
within SGA. (Referred to Internal Affairs & Rules and Calendar. Tabled in Internal
Affairs 1.24. Amended and Passed in Internal Affairs 1.31.)

Resolution 7

Sponsored by Senator Gonzalez and Senator Bettley (P) Barker, Berger,
Himatsingani, Rider, Ritzel, Williams (Co)
To expand the Budget Committees purview under Student Senate Rules of Procedure
to encapsulate all the responsibilities assigned to us under Student Body Statutes.

Resolution 8

Sponsored by Senator Roy and Senator Russell (P)
To fund the World Affairs Program and the Case Competition Club via SAP.

Resolution 9

Sponsored by Senator Roy (P)
Rules of Procedure Changes regarding masks and Zoom cameras.

Resolution 10

Sponsored by Senator Wang (P) Pfeuffer-Ferguson (Co)
Honoring the cultural and historical significance of Lunar New Year.
●

Opening Statements:
o Senator Wang: This is my Annual Lunar New Year resolution that I write.
Last year there was a bad shooting in Atlanta that targeted an Asianowned spa. This really impacted me, specifically as I’m from Atlanta and
am Asian. That is why I’ve started this trend of writing these Annual Lunar
New Year resolutions. It begins at the starts of the Lunar New Year. Also
talks about kinds of things Asian-Americans adore in our country and
some of the racism we still experience today. It is also expressive in
support of the ASU, which is a home for many of us on campus, and to
express our support for their Lunar New Year activities.

●

Technical Non-Debatable Questions:
o None.

●

First Round of Pro:
o Gonzales moves for the resolution to be read in its entirety, Bettley
seconds.
▪ No objections.
o Bettley makes a motion for a non-Senator to speak, “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (2:23:45) seconds.

o

●

▪ No objections.
“RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (2:24:05) Thank you Senator Wang for
proposing this resolution. I serve as the graduate advisor for the ASU, and
I do want to support this bill. I also want to clarify the “1.5 million” to be
changed to “1.5 billion,” but thank you.
▪ Spelling error fixed.

First Round of Con:
o Diaz moves to pass the resolution by affirmation.
▪ No objections
▪ Passes by affirmation
o No speakers regarding con.

Unfinished Business: None
Statements of Dissent: None
New Business:
●

RTAC Elections
o President Hunter: RTAC Senator has resigned, the position of RTAC Chair is open.
▪ Gonzalez moves to open floor for RTAC nomination, Suarez seconds.
● No objections.
● Nomination floor is opened.
● Bowling nominates Senator Rider, Suarez seconds.
o Rider accepts nomination.
● Gonzalez nominates Senator Rivers, Wang seconds
o Rivers accepts nomination.
● Rider nominates Senator Diaz, Gonzalez seconds
o Diaz does not accept nomination.
▪ Gonzalez moves to close the floor for RTAC nominations, Wang seconds
● No objections.
● Nomination floor is closed.
▪ Nominee Rider: I would really like to be the RTAC Chair, I understand we only have a few
more weeks left, I will be focused and wake up thinking about this position. A little but about
me, I’m on the board for Habitat for Humanity at FSU, I’m the events and trips coordinator so
I’ve had a lot of political experience figuring out what’s going to happen for travel plans. I
think that I’m the best person for this role because I’m the person who actually does this for
an RSO, so I understand how much money you really need for things. I also listen to the
person and speak of them in terms of what they need. I show up to every meeting and
anything asked of me. In my position for Habitat for Humanity (which I do every weekend) I
wake up every Saturday-sometimes it’s thirty minutes away, other times and hour-and I’m the
one who plans driving, shirts, food, things like that. I understand the $22,000 left in the
budget and more than happy to go through the statutes and remember every single thing. I
do love to travel on my own, so I think I will be able to set my mindset in the perspective of
this chair. I just know that I will give this position the best it can have. I promise to be there for
what RSO’s propose and to follow statutes each and every day. Thank you.
● Question One: Gonzalez: As RTAC Chair you’re asked to have an extensive amount
of knowledge of the finance codes. Can you talk about what specifically RTAC funds
and what categories that RTAC funds them in?
o They help to fund travel and organize logistics. They even have a section for
mileage. Figuring out logistics. Seminars are one of the really cool things that I
think RTAC gets to do. I’m really interested in helping RSO’s if they need to

●

●

▪

travel off-campus and sticking with the finance codes in various
circumstances.
Question Two: Roy: Would you have any plans for how you wish to advertise RTAC
funding, or any ideas how you would make this more accessible for students and
RSO’s?
o As an executive member of an RSO, I honestly didn’t know there were so
many great opportunities through RTAC. I would love to reach out to other
executive members of RSO’s and show them the amazing opportunities to the
Student Senate and FSU can offer. I am accessible and willing to reach out if
anyone needs help. I think my ability to reach out to people makes me a
perfect nominee as well.
Pro:
o Murray: I have so much respect for this candidate and can attest to her
persistence in learning all the codes. She is way more knowledgeable about
this stuff than I am, even having been in Senate less than I. I appreciate her
willingness to go out and learn and ask questions. I have full support in this
candidate.
o Suarez: I’ve had the opportunity to spend a lot of time with Senator Rider,
hearing all the passion she has for Senate and desire to become more
involved. Previous Senators have said she’s already so knowledgeable about
so much in such a short amount of time. I’m really impressed.
o Diaz: As we have seen, Senator Rider is a beaming ray of sunshine. I know
that she is about to be dedicated in getting RSO’s the funding that they need
and in being in close communication with them

Nominee Rivers: I want to make the most with my time here on Senate. I understand that
RTAC works with RSO’s to give them funding for events outside of campus. They deal with
travel expenses, lodging, etc. I believe this is an important job for the RTAC Chair to
respectfully and equally deal with RSO’s to ensure that each RSO gets an equal opportunity
to go out to those conferences and things of that nature. I know it’s very important for some
RSO’s to go out to national conferences and be able to represent FSU as a whole. I would
love to be able to allocate those funds for those different organizations.
● Question One: Tucker: What is your experience working with the RTAC or other
resource allocation committees at FSU?
o I don’t have any experience at the moment with RTAC at the moment, but I
work closely with the Senior Class Council Treasurer and Junior Class
Counsel Treasurer. Even though I’m not financially certified, I have watched
them in their field and they have explained the process. Thus I have been able
to help out with some of those things for the Senior and Junior Class Councils.
● Question Two: Roy: Would you have any plans for how you wish to advertise RTAC
funding, or any ideas how you would make this more accessible for students and
RSO’s?
o Before I became involved in the SGA I knew what PAC was but I did not know
what RTAC was and will hopefully have someone help me reach out to those
different RSO’s explaining this as an option. There are many committees and
organizations that RSO’s would love to go to, but they do not know that this is
an option. I want to be as equal and fair as possible, so I want every single
RSO to know that this is an option for them.
● Pro:
o Gonzalez: I think for RTAC Chair it’s super important that they have the
knowledge of the financial manual. These RSO’s do not have as much
knowledge of RTAC and I believe that Candidate Rivers and his working with
the Treasurers of the Class Councils has experience of the financial manual.

o

o

Wang: I have worked closely with Candidate Rivers and have seen his work
as the Secretary of the Junior Class Council. I want to emphasize that
although he is new, our former RTAC Chair was also confirmed the day that
he was elected. I think this is a great stepping stone for people to learn more
about the financial manual and what the finance code encompasses. But also
I think his experience on Junior Class Council is really valuable, and I think
that this will only further his career in SGA. I have full faith in this candidate.
o Bettley: This candidate is extremely dedicated to the work he accomplishes.
He is always going out of his way to ensure that everyone is involved in the
process, gets the equalness they deserve, and I believe that he will be able to
effectively reach the general student body to let them be aware of this
committee. As he has already work with Junior Class Council, he already has
some of that outreach experience. RTAC does a lot of work but I really think
that being able to inform all sorts of RSO’s we can bring more to that
committee and Senate as well.
Voting Results (secret ballots):
▪ Senator Rider is elected as RTAC Chair.

Closing Announcements:
●

Senator of the Month of January:
o Pfeuffer-Ferguson moves to open floor for nominations, Tsouroukdissian seconds
▪ No objections.
▪ Floor opens to nominations for Senator of the Month for January.
▪
▪
▪

●

●

Pfeuffer-Ferguson nominates Chair Russell, Tsouroukdissian seconds.
● No objections.
● Russell accepts nomination.
Suarez nominates Diaz, Murray seconds.
● No objections.
● Diaz accepts nomination.
Bettley nominates Chair Roy, Tucker seconds.
● No objections.
● Roy accepts nomination.

o

Wang closes floor for further nominations, Suarez seconds
▪ No objections.
▪ Floor closes to nominations for Senator of the Month for January.

o

Voting Results (secret ballots):
▪ Chair Russell wins.
▪ Will be announced on website and Instagram page.

Tucker: We had a great tonight. I just want to speak in reference to something that we explained
earlier regarding FSU Chabad. There will be times when RSO’s will “RECORDING INAUDIBLE”
2:58:35) they have come to be treated like any other and it is our duty to put aside any personal
political beliefs and instead focusing solely on facts about their funding requests. “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (2:58:44) I hope both tonight and going forth we have and are able to accomplish
this.
Gonzalez: I am the Liaison for the BSU and it is Black History Month. They’re going to have a ton
of programming coming up so if you can, please make it out to at least one event, especially with
the significance of the month. Thank you.

●
●

●

●

Rider: Thank you to everyone for making Senate feel more comfortable. Please take time to
reach out to any of the new Senators, it means a lot. Thank you for the support that you guys
give me.
Bettley: The hunger free campus act is going through the Florida Senate and I would really like to
do something to recognize the bill in our Senate. You would be surprised by how many students
are faced by hunger or homelessness on a daily basis. A lot of them have resources but are not
aware or knowledgeable of resources on campus. Please message for any questions.
DuChêne: Spring is important for College of Fine Arts for performances. Have been denied some
past springs due to COVID-19, thus this will be the first ‘true’ spring of performances since I have
been at FSU, the Spring of 2019. We have some big opportunities coming up. The first will be
‘Cinderella’ and the School of Theater from February 16th to February 27th, ‘Men on Boats’ (a
play with a full cast of all women and non-binary actors) from February 23 rd to March 6th, and in
the School of Dance for the first time in two years ‘Days of Dance’ will be happening from April
15th to 23rd. Make sure you look into those.
Roy: Thank you all for your time listening to all the bills that went through and then of course the
debate session with PAC. I know it always is important and I absolutely love seeing you guys
come on Mondays, so thank you so much to Senators Diaz, Tucker, Drakley, and especially
Destiny Noel who is someone who has attended several meetings so far and definitely is
someone who keeps it up all the way through, even though at times we may have two and a halfhour meetings. If any of you are interested in seeing how we work, what our funding board is, or
if you have any concerns please feel free to talk to me because I do go back to the PAC
members and discuss any of your concerns-bridging any gap that may arise between PAC and
Senate. Tyler Roy News. It pains me that some of you have not seen what Tyler Roy News is yet
just because it’s been time since I started working, etc. I just didn’t have time to make it. I wanted
to talk about OGA because we have Day at the Capitol next week, so make sure to head out,
you can actually say hi myself and others. We have a lot of people working at the Capitol,
thankfully in the upper chamber. I hope to see you guys there. Thank you for your time, have a
great night.

Officer Announcements:
●

Press Secretary Allen: I would like to formally introduce myself. Please everyone fill out consent
form. I linked it in the chat and GroupMe, it’s so appreciated. Please feel free to email me at any
time if you have any questions. There will be a Google Drive setup to where you can upload any
pictures to be considered for the social media.

●

Historian Cofer: Thank you so much for this opportunity.

●

Parliamentarian Rowan: Congratulations to all of our new positions. Legislative session in Florida
is happening. Keep your eye on legislation in the Senate and House that bans any government
level under the state government from having rank-choice voting. If the bill is passed and signed
into law we will likely have to make some revisions to our proceedings. Event regarding
Parliamentary Procedure will be happening soon, will hopefully be mandatory. I promise you that
no matter how long you’ve been here, a little refresher never helps.

●

Pro-Tempore Nemeth: Congratulations to all of the new positions. Very excited that our
leadership team is almost full. Thank you for making our meetings more fun and uplifting.
Everyone on Zoom please keep your cameras on. For those in-person, please remain off your
phones. Finally have access to Pro-Tempore email so please direct emails there. Having major
issues with attendance: ten on verge of being suspended. Please just let your friends know,
there is no shame in resigning as it allows for someone else to come in.

●

President Hunter: The “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (3:09:55) Committee needs representation
from Senate if anybody is interested. What really triggered me in getting interest from you guys is

if we are going to raise our “RECORDING INAUDIBLE” (3:10:11) or keep it the same. Please
reach out to me immediately if want to be on the committee. Thank you for helping Pro-Tempore
Nemeth and I advancing our goals. We understand that $2,500 from Senate Projects is around
one-third of our budget. However, I know the Senior Class Council and Executive Branch are
appreciative of that. But more importantly, the student body is going to benefit a lot from that.
Because of that I would love to see each of us at that event. It will be a pep-rally-type week/event
for kindness. As we do have a lot of new Senators, parliamentary procedure makes life easier for
all positions. It will be mandatory. If you have any questions about anything, please refer to
Parliamentarian Rowan. I am thankful for OJA or our FSA Reception. I got to speak with a lot of
other Senate Presidents at other universities, and it seems I’m very lenient. Other Presidents
don’t allow phones, computers, talking, iClicker votes, etc. I want to keep it that way as I
understand phones are needed to access Canvas. However, if texting or messaging during
meetings persists, phones will not be permitted. If you want your fellow Senator to ask a
question, arrange that prior to the Senate meeting. Cellular devices are still permitted, please
refrain from messaging each other. In terms of Zoom, Cameras should be on and you should be
in a room alone during our Senate meetings. If you have a friend who doesn’t wish to be in
Senate, they can certainly resign. Resignation is an option and allows others to be in Senate who
have a desire to be here. Reach out to President Hunter for resignation information. Zoom links
in meetings does not suffice as an announcement. Meeting minutes need to be posted to
website 24-hours prior to meeting (including Zoom link). Will no longer be accepting any
business that has occurred from a meeting where the Zoom link was not “RECORDING
INAUDIBLE” (3:16:35). I want this to be clear so nobody is blindsided in the future.
Advisor Announcements:
●

Jacalyn Butts: Accounting is hosting informational sessions about accounting process you can
drop-in on February 7th from 1:30pm-2:30pm and February 9th from 10:30am-11:30am. Further
information will be posted to the SGA website. Please tell RSO’s about this. Election season is
occurring and have been receiving numerous reports. Report harassment, bullying, etc. and
please review the elections code: no political party affiliations in the Senate chamber. We have a
new election system: please email Supervisor of Elections or myself with questions. I’ve been
enjoying the discourse, listening and encouraging each other. Please be respectful to one other
an your cellular device use.

Final Roll Call:
-Refer to Attendance.
Adjournment:
●

Pfeuffer-Ferguson moves to adjourn the meeting.
o Meeting is adjourned at 10:58pm.

